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itself, even by the death of an enemy, referred respect-
fully to these losses. " Providence/' she wrote, " had
relieved me by death of councillors too prejuduced to
give useful advice, but too respectable and meritorious
to be dismissed, . . . but unless God himself had ended
their careers by death I should never have been able to
improve the situation, for I preferred to suffer rather
than to make any final decisions which would have
harmed the reputation of another human being."
Now, however, she realised that she could no longer
wait for her old ministers to die. She must appoint
younger and more modern men, or her reforms would not
succeed, and she would do her country infinite harm.
She chose Count Wenzel Kaunitz, who had negoti-
ated the Peace of Abe for her, as her Foreign Minister.
He became her closest political friend, and it was partly
due to his insistence that she decided, first of all, to
concentrate on domestic reforms. She chose Count
Ludwig Haugwitz, a large-boned Silesian aristocrat,
whose every gesture was ungraceful, as her Minister of
the Interior, or, as he was then called, as the President
of the Directorium. He was assigned the task of reform-
ing the army. She appointed Count Rudolf Chotek, a
Bohemian, who was personally antagonistic to Haugwitz,
to reorganise the system of taxation in her territories.
Haugwitz's aim was a standing army of 108,000 men,
and annual subsidies amounting to 14,000 gulden for the
support of this army* The army and these sums were
to be guaranteed for a period of ten years by the three
Kingdoms. While he discussed this Ten-Year Plan with
Maria Theresa he was already busy on minor, and yet
extremely important, reforms; the size of regiments
became imiform; the dress of the soldiers and the officers
was to follow fixed patterns; military camps were

